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Introduction

Ecotel Consultancy is specialized in sustainability consulting
and ecolabelling/certification guidance for hotels, offering
different services with a strong focus on the three pillars of
sustainability: economics, ecology and local community.

We believe sustainability is no longer a luxury but rather a
necessity. By educating staff and guests, implementing
sustainable practices and creating valuable partnerships, a
true long-lasting impact can be achieved. 

With our expertise in sustainable hospitality, we want to
create this impact together with our clients by providing a
personal approach and step-by-step plan. We guide you
towards a resilient and sustainable future.



- You want to be sustainable but you have no idea how to start.

- Your are looking for guidance to reduce (food) waste.

- You are looking for ways to educate your guests about sustainability. 

- You want to get certified with an international recognized ecolabel.

- You are building/renovating a hotel and need help to decide on which 
    sustainable equipment and systems should be bought.

- You want a complete screening of the hotel in terms of sustainability.

- You want to link your sustainability efforts to the SDGs.

- You want to create  internal policies and procedures for sustainable 
    sourcing, waste/energy/water management, garden watering, ...
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How can we help?



Energy

Water

We create value for all the key stakeholders through the implementation of sustainability in all the
revenue creating operations with respect to the expected service level.

Sustainability in the (luxury) hospitality sector
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Sustainability consulting Food Waste Audit

Sustainability services for hotels

Certification Guidance
Getting eco-certified is a
credible and trustworthy way of
showing your guests and
corporate clients your commit-
ment towards sustainability.
Unfortunately, this can be very
time-consuming and cumber-
some. We guide your hotel from
start to finish with the ecolabel
that has most impact for you
and aligns best with your
hotel’s values.

We will look at the current
processes and products of your
hotel to identify more
sustainable opportunities that
are also cost-efficient. Several
alternatives will be evaluated
and offered so you can make an
informed choice that fits your
hotel and its practices best.

Preventing food waste should
be one of your top priorities.
Food cost accounts for around
25% of a hotel’s revenue, an
enormous percentage. With our
help, this food cost can be
reduced which translates in
huge savings and a growing
profit.



LINKEDIN INSTAGRAM WEBSITE

#ecotelconsultancy @ecotel_consultancy www.ecotelconsultancy.com

Contact
us
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Joyce De Smet – Partnerships:
joycedesmet@ecotelconsultancy.com | +32 471 24 32 58

Pauline Van Beneden – Customer Acquisition:
paulinevanbeneden@ecotelconsultancy.com | +32 478 76 03 13


